Analysis of the arm-like structure in the outer disk of PDS 70

Spiral density wave or vortex?
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ABSTRACT

Context. Observing dynamical interactions between planets and disks is key to understanding their formation and evolution. Two protoplanetary disks have recently been discovered within the PDS 70 protoplanetary disk, along with an arm-like structure toward the northwest of the star.

Aims. Our aim is to constrain the morphology and origin of this arm-like structure, and to assess whether it could trace a spiral density wave caused by the dynamical interaction between the planet PDS 70c and the disk.

Methods. We analyzed polarized and angular differential imaging (PDI and ADI) data taken with VLT/SPIRE, spanning six years of observations. The PDI data sets were reduced using the irdap polarimetric data reduction pipeline, while the ADI data sets were processed using mustard, a novel algorithm based on an inverse problem approach to tackle the geometrical biases spoiling the images previously used for the analysis of this disk.

Results. We confirm the presence of the arm-like structure in all PDI and ADI data sets, and extract its trace by identifying local radial maxima in azimuthal slices of the disk in each data set. We do not observe a southeast symmetric arm with respect to the disk minor axis, which seems to disfavor the previous hypothesis that the arm is the footprint of a double-ring structure. If the structure traces a spiral density wave following the motion of PDS 70c, we would expect 11°±2° rotation for the spiral in six years. However, we do not measure any significant movement of the structure.

Conclusions. If the arm-like structure is a planet-driven spiral arm, the observed lack of rotation would suggest that the assumption of rigid-body rotation may be inappropriate for spirals induced by planets. We suggest that the arm-like structure may instead trace a vortex appearing as a one-armed spiral in scattered light due to projection effects. The vortex hypothesis accounts for both the lack of observed rotation and the presence of a nearby sub-millimeter continuum asymmetry detected with ALMA. Additional follow-up observations and dedicated hydrodynamical simulations could confirm this hypothesis.
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1. Introduction

PDS 70 is a young (5.4 ± 1 Myr) T Tauri star hosting a protoplanetary disk and two nascent exoplanets (Kepler et al. 2018; Müller et al. 2018; Haffert et al. 2019). The disk has an inclination of 49.7 ± 0.3 and a position angle of semimajor axis of 158.6 ± 0.7, and features an inner cavity of radius ~55 au (Hashimoto et al. 2012; Keppler et al. 2018). The star was observed with high-contrast imaging instruments from 2015 to 2021 in both polarized differential imaging (PDI) and angular differential imaging (ADI) observing strategies in the near-infrared (NIR). Some of these observations displayed an asymmetrical feature to the northwest (NW) of the star, which was interpreted as the potential signature of a double ring (Kepler et al. 2018; Müller et al. 2018; Mesa et al. 2019) or of planet-disk interactions (van Holstein et al. 2021). In these studies imaging process of ADI sequences was performed with classical techniques such as median- or PCA-based PSF subtraction, even though it is known to cause the deformation of extended sources (Milli et al. 2012; Christiaens et al. 2019). More recently, three algorithms based on inverse-problem approaches have been developed to tackle the retrieval of extended signals in high-contrast imaging data sets: mayonnaise (Pairet et al. 2021), rexpaco (Flasseur et al. 2021), and mustard (Juillard et al., in prep.). Using these new algorithms, the morphology of the asymmetrical feature appears as an arm-like structure, whose origin and connection with the global disk architecture remains to be determined.

In theory, this kind of arm-like structure can form when the orbital frequency of a planet embedded in a protoplanetary disk resonates with the epicyclic frequency of the disk gas proper motion (Goldreich & Tremaine 1979). This phenomenon, called a Lindblad resonance, creates constructive interference of density waves that leads to the formation of a primary (and potentially additional) spiral arm(s) (Rafikov 2002; Bae & Zhu 2018). Alternatively, single arm-like structures can be the result of projection effects. For instance, a slight differential tilt of the outer part of the disk can create illumination or shadowing effects such that the disk can appear to display spiral arms in scattered light images (Quillen 2006). Furthermore, anti-cycloidal vortices triggered by the Rossby wave instability at the edge of planet-opened gaps can also cause such arm-like patterns (Marr & Dong 2022). A vortex can actually trap large quantities of dust, creating asymmetries in the density distribution within the protoplanetary disk (Owen & Kollmeier 2017;
Lovelace et al. 1999; Regály et al. 2021). In a flared and inclined disk, an overdensity may mimic a one-armed spiral in scattered light images, due to perspective effects (Marr & Dong 2022), as potentially observed in the disks of HD 34282 (de Boer et al. 2021) or HD 143006 (Benisty et al. 2018). Disk self-gravity (Nelson et al. 1998), which is expected to originate mainly in very young and massive disks (Long et al. 2018), is another possible source of spiral structure, and does not match the case of PDS 70. Similarly, the absence of observed shadows in the disk of PDS 70 rules out the hypothesis of a spiral triggered by the local cooling of the disk by a shadow (Montesinos et al. 2016). Finally, an arm-like structure could also be the result of the gravitational interaction between the disk and a massive nearby object during a flyby event (Cuello et al. 2020; Ma et al. 2022).

Arm-like structures have been observed in a large number of protoplanetary disks (e.g., HD 100546, HD 141569, or HD 135344B; Pantin et al. 2000; Mouillet et al. 2001; Muto et al. 2012). To date, none of these spirals arms has been associated with a confirmed exoplanet, hence their origin remains unclear as other physical mechanisms can lead to arm-shaped structures. Given its proximity with planet c, the arm-like structure observed in the outer disk of PDS 70 might be directly connected to it. This suggests that PDS 70 may offer the unique opportunity of studying planet-disk interactions in a case where the planet location is known.

In this work, we confirm the presence of an arm-like structure in the disk of PDS 70 using a new algorithm based on an inverse approach, referred to as mustard, and trace the evolution of its position and morphology over the six years of high-contrast imaging observations available on this source. In Sect. 2 we present the data and the post-processing techniques used in this study, and we compare our new method to previous studies. Section 3 is dedicated to the analysis of the post-processed images, with specific analyses performed for three testable scenarios: a double-ring structure, a spiral density wave associated with PDS 70c, and a stellar flyby. In Sect. 4 we discuss the likelihood of various physical mechanisms to be at the origin of the observed structure. We conclude our study in Sect. 5.

2. Observations and data processing

2.1. Data sets and pre-processing

We used all publicly available coronagraphic (and one non-coronagraphic) ADI and PDI data sets of PDS 70 taken by the InfraRed Dual Imager and Spectrograph (IRDIS) of the SPHERE high-contrast instrument installed on the Very Large Telescope (Beuzit et al. 2019). A total of five observing programs using the ADI strategy from 2015 to 2019 and four programs using the PDI strategy from 2016 to 2021, were available (see Table 1).

We used iRDaP1 (IRDIS Data reduction for Accurate Polarimetry, van Holstein et al. 2020) to reduce all the PDI data sets. The pipeline is highly automated and performs sky subtraction, flat-fielding, bad pixel removal, and centering before the circumstellar signal is the k-th frame of the ADI cube, associated with a parallactic angle of 14.7.

The ADI data sets were pre-processed using vcal_sphere2 (Christiaens et al. 2021). This pipeline makes use of the Vortex Image Processing (VIP)3 (Gomez Gonzalez et al. 2017) package, which provides processing tools for high-contrast imaging, and of the ESO Recipe Execution Tool EsoReX4. It performs flat-fielding, PCA-based sky subtraction, bad pixel correction, bad frame removal, and centering of the images. The centering was done in two steps: a coarse centering based on satellite spots and a fine centering based on the expected circular motion of a bright background star located at an angular separation of 25.54, with a position angle of 14.7.

2.2. ADI cube processing with mustard

Median- and PCA-based post-processing methods were used in previous studies presenting ADI data sets on PDS 70 (Keppler et al. 2018; Müller et al. 2018; Haffert et al. 2019). The main limitation of these methods is the poor handling of the circularly symmetric component of the extended signal, which is known to induce geometrical biases in the post-processed images (Milli et al. 2012). This limitation is inherent to the ADI strategy: circularly symmetric components are invariant to field rotation, and thus appear static in the image data cube, similarly to the stellar halo that needs to be subtracted from the images. To mitigate this effect we designed a new algorithm called mustard (Juillard et al., in prep.), which follows an inverse-problem approach similar to the mayonnaisse (Pialet et al. 2021) and rexpace (Flasseur et al. 2021) algorithms. We summarize the main steps of the algorithm below, and leave the details of the extensive tests applied to a variety of synthetic disks to a forthcoming paper.

The strategy can be described as a search for the 2D maps [d, s] ∈ ℝ+ [m, n], of size m × m pixels, representing respectively the circumstellar signal d (positive rotating contribution) and the stellar PSF s (positive static contribution) that minimize the distance of the ADI cube to a composite model of the ADI cube:

\[ J = \arg \min_{d, s} \sum_{x \in [m \times n]} \left[ M_x \times \left( \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} (Y_k - (s + R_{\theta_0}(d)))^2 \right) + P_1 + P_2 \right] . \]

\[ P_1 = \mu_1 (M_R \times d), \quad P_2 = \mu_2 \left( \frac{\partial d}{\partial \delta x \delta y} + \frac{\partial s}{\partial \delta x \delta y} \right), \]

where \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) are scalar weights, and \( M_R \) is a 2D mask. The algorithm is initialized with \( d \) equal to the median of the de-rotated cube, so that all circularly symmetric flux is initially assigned to the circumstellar signal map. Then our current solution for handling circularly invariant signals consists in defining a mask \( M_R \), and using it in a regularization term \( P_1 \) to force the circularly symmetric flux close to the star to be associated with the stellar halo, and the circularly symmetric flux outside the mask to instead be associated with the disk. In the case of PDS 70, the presence of a cavity helps in adjusting our prior by defining the mask as a circle of 0.18 radius (i.e., slightly smaller
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1 https://github.com/robvanholstein/IRDAP
2 https://github.com/VChristiaens/vcal_sphere
3 https://github.com/vortex-exoplanet/VIP
4 https://www.eso.org/sci/software/cpl/esorex.html
than the cavity radius projected along the disk minor axis) in order to capture most of the stellar halo but not the disk signal. The other regularization term \( P_1 \) aims to leverage the correlation between neighboring pixels via the computation of the spatial gradient of \([d, s]\). The weights \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) of the regularization terms \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) are computed automatically so that they account for about 5% of the overall expression to be minimized in Eq. (1). Based on the tests performed so far (to be described in a forthcoming paper), \textit{mustard} preserves the flux of the disk significantly better than classical algorithms such as median- or PCA-based PSF subtraction, and restores the image of disks obtained in ADI with more fidelity (see Sect. 2.3).

An example of a PDS 70 ADI data set processed with \textit{mustard} is shown in Fig. 1, where the arm-like structure clearly extends outside of the disk outer edge to the NW. The rest of the ADI post-processed images are displayed in Appendix A. Three of our five ADI sequences were affected by a strong wind-driven halo (Cantalloube et al. 2018), which \textit{mustard} is unable to remove because it shares the same signature as the signal of interest (both the disk and the wind-driven halo rotate with the field of view). However, the wind-driven halo did not cover the outer parts of the disk, so these three data sets could still be used to study the arm-like structure. This is illustrated in Fig. A.1, where the areas corrupted by the wind-driven halo are highlighted by hashed lines.

### 2.3. Validation of \textit{mustard} on a disk model

In order to test the capability of \textit{mustard} to properly extract the disk structure from an ADI sequence for a representative disk morphology, we performed ADI processing on a cube containing only a rotating radiative transfer model of the PDS 70 protoplanetary disk. The radiative transfer model is created with MCFOST (Pinte et al. 2006, 2009), using \( 1.3 \times 10^5 \) Monte Carlo photon packets. To reproduce the pre-transitional disk morphology, we considered three zones in our radiative transfer model: an inner disk, a depleted annular gap, and an outer disk, with total dust masses of \( 10^{-9}, 10^{-13}, \) and \( 10^{-6} M_\odot \), and radially extending from 0.1 to 20 au, from 20 to 50 au, and from 50 au to 90 au, respectively. The choice of disk mass and radial range for each zone is motivated by the closest visual match between predicted and observed PDS 70 images, among the different sets of parameter values close to the ones suggested in Dong et al. (2012) to reproduce the measured SED. We assumed the same inclination, position angle (PA), and distance as in Kepler et al. (2018). Mie scattering is considered, and a grain size \( (a) \) population extending from 0.001 to 1 \( \mu \)m is considered such that \( n(a) \propto a^{-3.5} \). The model is computed for the \( K_1 \) band (\( \lambda = 2.11 \) \( \mu \))m, and convolved with a Gaussian kernel whose full width at half maximum (FWMH) is set to 4 pixels, with a pixel scale of 12.25 mas (i.e., comparable to the FWHM and pixel scale of the SPHERE/IRDIS observations considered here). After convolution, the predicted total intensity image is duplicated and rotated a number of times so as to reproduce an ADI cube spanning the same parallactic angle variations as in the observations presented in Müller et al. (2018).

Our synthetic ADI cube is then processed with various post-processing methods, and compared with the post-processed...
images obtained from the actual observations (see Fig. 2). As expected, the median- and PCA-based PSF subtraction algorithms remove the circularly symmetric part of the disk, leading to various artificial structures in the post-processed images. In particular, the deformed image of the disk edge partly overlaps with the arm-like structure that we aim to study, which is one of the reasons why to date this structure has not been given more attention in the literature. Conversely, the mustard algorithm provides an almost unbiased image of the injected disk, with a clean disk outer edge. Consequently, what appears as a double-ring scenario the observed structure would be expected to move in the outer part of the disk in all our data sets (see Fig. 1 and Appendix A). In the post-processed ADI images provided by mustard, the feature is clearly distinguishable extending away from the bright illuminated edge of the cavity. Similarly, a clear arm-shaped signal in the PDI images can also be observed toward the NW without a SE equivalent (see Appendix A.2). In this section we further analyze the post-processed images in an attempt to constrain the origin of this structure. More specifically, we explore three possible origins for the structure that are associated with testable hypotheses in direct imaging data: a double-ring scenario, a spiral density wave associated with PDS 70c, and a gravitational perturbation (flyby) by a nearby off-axis point-like source.

3. Analysis of the processed images

We re-detect an asymmetrical, arm-like structure in the NW outer part of the disk in all our data sets (see Fig. 1 and Appendix A). In the post-processed ADI images provided by mustard, the feature is clearly distinguishable extending away from the bright illuminated edge of the cavity. Similarly, a clear arm-shaped signal in the PDI images can also be observed toward the NW without a SE equivalent (see Appendix A.2). In this section we further analyze the post-processed images in an attempt to constrain the origin of this structure. More specifically, we explore three possible origins for the structure that are associated with testable hypotheses in direct imaging data: a double-ring scenario, a spiral density wave associated with PDS 70c, and a gravitational perturbation (flyby) by a nearby off-axis point-like source.

### 3.1. Characterization of the disk asymmetry

The morphology of the arm-like structure detected at the NW outer edge of the disk can be further characterized by computing its trace from each data set based on local radial maxima. In order to do so, we fitted a Gaussian to the radial intensity profile in azimuthal steps of 1°, and considered the center of the Gaussian. To refine our estimation of the trace, we applied a Laplacian filter (i.e., a spatial second-order gradient) that highlights edges in an image. We conservatively consider the uncertainty on each point of the trace to be the maximum between the uncertainty on the centroid of the Gaussian and 1/4 of the FWHM of the unsaturated PSF for each data set. The measurements were made after Laplacian filtering in order to reduce noise and to enhance the separation between the edge of the cavity and the spiral. Appendix B illustrates with two examples how Laplacian filtering affects the trace measurement. The average spiral pitch angle over the spiral trace is measured to be $24.4 \pm 2.4$° after deprojection considering the disk orientation (Keppler et al. 2018).

In order to test whether the extracted disk images could be compatible with a double ring structure, which should create a similar signature on the NW and SE sides of the disk, we characterize the asymmetry between the two sides of the disk using the two best-quality ADI and PDI images (see Fig. 3). More specifically, we compare the flux along the trace of the NW arm-shaped structure to the flux in the SE mirrored image of the trace with respect to the minor-axis of the disk. The flux of the trace is weighted by the flux measured at the illuminated edge of the cavity at the same position angles, with these locations found by fitting an ellipse to local radial maxima. In addition to the clear morphological difference between NW and SE noted in the post-processed image, we see in Fig. 3 that the flux of the trace relative to the disk is significantly larger on the NW side than on the SE: in the NW, the trace flux is equivalent to 81% of the disk intensity at the same position angles on average, and is always above 55% in the ADI 2019-03 image and 69% in the PDI 2019-03 image, while in the SE, the symmetric trace flux represent only 61% of the disk in average, going down to 33% in both the ADI and PDI images.

### 3.2. Measurement of arm motion over six years

An intriguing scenario to explain the presence of the arm-like structure would be a planet-driven spiral density wave. In that scenario the observed structure would be expected to move in the
Fig. 3. Comparison of the north (top) and south (middle) parts of the disk for 2019-03 ADI (left) and 2019-06 PDI IRDIS (right) observations obtained in $K$ band. The NW spiral trace corresponds to the one measured on the ADI data set, following the method presented in Sect. 3.1. The SE trace corresponds to the symmetric arm trace relative to the semimajor axis of the inclined disk plane, using the (Kepler et al. 2019) disk parameters. The relative flux displayed in the bottom panels was computed on a four-pixel aperture. Each point is weighted by the flux measured in the disk at the same angle coordinate. The disk ellipse (dashed line) was computed to fit the local maxima found on the ADI image. The red and blue $x$-axis labels in the relative flux panel correspond respectively to the position of the NW arm trace relative to the star, and to the position of its SE symmetric.

disk at the same orbital velocity as the planet. Protoplanet c has an orbital period of 191.5$^{+15.8}_{-31.3}$ years (Mesa et al. 2019). Assuming the eccentricity to be negligible ($e = 0.05$, Wang et al. 2021), we expect planet c to move by 11.3$^{+2.2}_{-0.9}$ in terms of position angle over six years. We computed the spiral shift prediction assuming a rigid body motion in the orbital plane of the planet, which means that the angular velocity is constant for every point of the arm-like structure, and assuming a circular orbit (the influence of the orbital eccentricity is negligible within error bars). As a consistency check, and in order to take into account the disk height, we considered a second method in which we deprojected the images with diskmap5 (Stolker et al. 2016) before identifying the local maxima, using the following parameters: $d = 113.43$ pc, $i = 49.7$, $h(r) = 0.1(r/1\text{au})^{1.25}$ (Kepler et al. 2018). The trace identified in this way was then rotated and re-projected. We observed no significant difference between the two methods.

The effect of disk height is smaller than our measurement uncertainties, meaning that in this particular case the disk height can be neglected.

Before exploring the possible motion of the arm-like structure, we compare the traces obtained with different observing strategies (ADI vs. PDI) from the same epoch. This is an important check to make, as our oldest data sets (2015) and our most recent one (2021), both in $H$ band, were obtained with different observing strategies. To perform this comparison, we sorted the science observations by band as the spiral morphology may be wavelength dependent (e.g., Reggiani et al. 2018). In Fig. 4 we plot the extracted trace for six ADI and two PDI reductions acquired close in time (2018/2019) in the $K$ band, with the aim of assessing whether the position of the trace is affected by a systematic bias due to the use of different observing strategies. The wavy aspect of the local-maxima traces, especially in the PDI images, is due to low-frequency noise (spatially correlated noise) that could not be corrected with the Laplacian filter. This

5 https://github.com/tomasstolker/diskmap
ADI observations are significantly smaller than the expected differences observed between the traces inferred in the PDI and systematic bias is observed between PDI and ADI. As the minor wavier aspect of the trace for that data set. Nonetheless no noise ratio for the arm-like signal. This can also account for the shorter total integration on target and a lower signal-to-noise ratio for the arm-like signal. This can also account for the expected shift to conclude whether the trace is static or follows Keplerian motion.

3.3. Astrometric and photometric analysis of a nearby star

The last testable hypothesis based on the available data relates to a possible gravitational interaction with the nearby point source already detected in previous studies (e.g., Riaud et al. 2006), whose physical association with PDS 70 to date has not been formally concluded upon in the literature. In order to do so, we performed an astrometric analysis of this point source, located at an angular separation \( r = 2.54 \) arc-seconds and position angle \( PA = 14.7 \) from PDS 70, using multiple epochs spanning 16 years of observations, and considering the proper motion of PDS 70 measured by Gaia Collaboration (2016, 2018). We also estimated the distance based on the measured \( H - K \) color of the object in relevant data sets, and assuming it corresponds to a main sequence star. The estimated distance color suggests a spectral type of A0 or earlier, which places the star at a large distance compatible with the lower limit inferred by Gaia. This confirms the background star hypothesis.

4. Discussion

In the previous section we performed specific analyses of our post-processed images to assess their compatibility with various scenarios that could explain the presence of an arm-like structure to the NW of the star. In the first high-quality ADI images of PDS 70 presented in Keppler et al. (2018) and Müller et al. (2018), the structure of the outer disk image was interpreted as the signature of a double-ring structure. Moreover, the sub-millimeter continuum observed with ALMA (Fig. 7) was successfully modeled with a pedestal-shaped ring that can be interpreted as an unresolved double ring (Benisty et al. 2021). We therefore started our exploration of various scenarios by comparing the brightness of the arm-like structure to the main disk, and performing a similar analysis on the mirrored SE side.

![Fig. 4. Spiral traces measured with local radial maxima at K band in 2018 and 2019, for ADI-based (yellow-red tones) and PDI-based (blue-green tones) observing strategies.](image)

![Fig. 5. Comparison of the traces of the NW arm-like structure measured in the 2015 (green) and 2021 (red) data sets, with the predicted location of the trace in 2021, assuming respectively a rigid-body rotation associated with planet c (solid blue) and a local Keplerian velocity at 70 au (dashed blue). The points with error bars correspond to the mean radial position measured at each azimuth on all data sets acquired in 2015 (two ADI data sets) and 2021 (two PDI data sets), while the solid lines correspond to a fit of the data points with a third-order polynomial. The error bars take into account both the standard deviation of the measurements and the radial uncertainty of the Gaussian fits used for the local maxima detection. The blue shaded region around the predicted 2021 trace corresponds to the uncertainty on the planet orbital parameters of Mesa et al. (2019).](image)
from 2021) as estimated from the proper motion of PDS 70 with Gaia data set presented in Riaud et al. (2006). Crosses with no caps show caps near PDS 70 from the PDI data sets (see Table 1) and the NACO Fig. 6.

It is possible that the rigid-body motion hypothesis is not valid within this time frame. Despite the lack of detectable rotation, we monitored the position of the arm-shaped feature over six years in an attempt to find a connection with the orbital motion of planet c, but we did not observe any significant shift of the trace (e.g., Price et al. 2018), a bound companion external to the disk (Calcino et al. 2020), or a recent stellar flyby (Ménard et al. 2020). Alternatively, planets on (quasi-)circular orbits such as PDS 70c (Dong et al. 2016), or a recent stellar flyby (Ménard et al. 2020). Monitoring of the arm-shaped structure with additional NIR observations covering a longer timescale would also enable a better estimation of the angular velocity of the arm-like feature over time, hence allowing us to potentially distinguish whether the structure is static (as in the double-ring disk scenario) or rotating at local Keplerian speed (as expected from the vortex hypothesis).

If the vortex hypothesis is confirmed, one may wonder why a very unlikely. We therefore proceed with the evaluation of alternative scenarios.

Past ALMA sub-millimeter continuum observations of PDS 70 identified the presence of an overdensity in the outer disk, near the location of the NIR arm-like structure (Fig. 7; Isella et al. 2019; Keppler et al. 2019; Benisty et al. 2021). These observations support the hypothesis of the arm-like structure tracing a local rise in density, be it due to a companion-driven spiral density wave (inside the cavity or external to the disk) or to a vortex in the outer disk. Considering the proximity between the arm-like structure and planet c, we first explored the hypothesis of a spiral density wave excited by this planet. To do so, we monitored the position of the arm-shaped feature over six years in an attempt to find a connection with the orbital motion of planet c, but we did not observe any significant shift of the trace within this time frame. Despite the lack of detectable rotation, we cannot exclude the planet-induced spiral hypothesis altogether. It is possible that the rigid-body motion hypothesis is not valid far from the location of the planet causing it (e.g., if the spiral motion slows down at the same time as it gets dissipated as the planet is moving away). This may also explain the lack of (or small amount of) rotation observed for spirals in other protoplanetary disks with a large inner cavity (Ren et al. 2018, 2020; Xie et al. 2021).

A more likely interpretation for the detected arm-like structure is that it could trace the NIR signature of a vortex, which is trapping dust in a specific part of the outer disk (Lyra & Lin 2013; Barge & Sommeria 1995; Adams & Watkins 1995; Tanga et al. 1996). While the dust overdensity takes the shape of an azimuthal asymmetry in the sub-millimeter range (similar to what is observed with ALMA for PDS 70 in Fig. 7), it can also appear as a NIR spiral arm for moderate to high inclinations due to flaring and perspective effects (Marr & Dong 2022). Although a vortex can be indirectly caused by the presence of a planet (through carving of a gap in gas surface density, and subsequent triggering of the Rossby wave instability), it is not expected to follow its motion, and thus would be compatible with our observations. Dedicated hydrodynamical simulations could confirm the vortex hypothesis, as shown in Marr & Dong (2022) for the case of HD 34282. Another possibility to confirm observationally the vortex hypothesis would be to obtain ALMA gas kinematic observations to probe any deviation from Keplerian motion near the location of the spiral-shaped feature (Garg et al. 2021). Gas kinematics in a vortex and in planet-induced spirals indeed carry significantly different signatures (Boehler et al. 2021; Bollati et al. 2021). Monitoring of the arm-shaped structure with additional NIR observations covering a longer timescale would also enable a better estimation of the angular velocity of the arm-like feature over time, hence allowing us to potentially distinguish whether the structure is static (as in the double-ring disk scenario) or rotating at local Keplerian speed (as expected from the vortex hypothesis).

5. Conclusion

We designed a new inverse-problem approach-based algorithm (mustard) to reduce ADI data sets while alleviating geometric biases associated with the filtering of azimuthally extended signals, and applied it to reduce all relevant archival PDS 70 data sets obtained by VLT/SPIRE. Together with all the PDI images available on this source, the new mustard images confirm that an arm-like structure that was tentatively found in previous images is not a geometric bias from ADI-based PSF subtraction methods. It is located radially outward and azimuthally upstream from PDS 70c, and is significantly brighter.
than disk signals located at a symmetric location with respect to the minor axis. Monitoring of the trace of the arm-like structure over six years of data does not show any significant motion. This absence of motion is inconsistent with the expectations for a spiral density wave excited by planet c (or any other planet within the cavity). On the contrary, the structure may correspond to the NIR signature of a vortex, a hypothesis also supported by archival ALMA sub-millimeter continuum data. Nonetheless, our data cannot rule out the possibility of an asymmetric (or asymmetrically illuminated) double ring. Discarding the latter option would require either follow-up observations to confirm the Keplerian motion of the arm-like structure or high velocity resolution ALMA molecular line observations to probe the kinematics in the vicinity of the structure.
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Fig. 7. ALMA sub-millimeter continuum observation presented in Benisty et al. (2021) compared to the 2019-03 ADI and 2019-06 PDI IRDIS observations in K-band. The spiral trace corresponds to the one measured on the ADI data set (method presented in Sect. 3.1). The dashed ellipses are computed as a circle on the inclined plane of PDS 70. The radius and center have been adjusted to match the edge of the inner ring or pedestal (white), and of the outer ring (black), respectively, on the ALMA image.
Appendix A: Gallery of reductions

Fig. A.1. Gallery of reductions of the ADI data sets provided by the mustard algorithm (see Sect. 2 for details). Each data set is obtained in two separate filters (K1/K2 or H2/H3). Images are normalized by their maximum values.
Fig. A.2. Gallery of reductions obtained for the PDI data sets, showing the $Q_\phi^2$ images provided by the i.rdap pipeline (see Sect. 2 for details). Two PDI data sets were split into two subsets, due to different coronagraph settings. Images are normalized by their maximum values.
Appendix B: Effect of the Laplacian filter on the images

Fig. B.1. Demonstration of the positive effect of the Laplacian filter to help the identification of local radial maxima in two example data sets of different quality. The left column shows the raw image (after reduction, without filtering) and the right column shows the image after filtering. In both images the trace measurement is indicated.